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FROM REGULATING TOXIC SUBSTANCES TO PRODUCING SUSTAINABLE 

CHEMICALS AND PRODUCTS  

Weber R1, Fantke P2 
1POPs Environmental Consulting, Schwäbisch Gmünd, Germany, 73527, roland.weber10@web.de; 2Technical 
University of Denmark, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark 

Introduction: Global multilateral environmental agreements on chemicals, such as the Stockholm Convention on 
POPs or the Rotterdam Convention on Prior Informed Consent (PIC), have initiated to regulate listed toxic 
chemicals on global level with 182 and 161 Parties, which have respectively ratified these conventions. These 
Conventions have triggered the scientific assessment on global level according to certain criteria, such as POP 
properties. However, such Conventions have a limited scope with currently 30 POPs listed in the Stockholm 
Convention and 41 chemicals listed in the Rotterdam Convention. While there is agreement on these POPs, 
screening ca. 100,000 chemicals revealed that several hundred might meet POPs criteria1. Overall, increasing 
consumption and product diversity drives ever-increasing production and use of chemicals. This puts more and 
more pressure on ecosystem and human health from local to global scale, suggesting that conditions are 
transgressing the safe operating space for chemical pollution and exposure2. In order to address this urgent 
problem, we suggest moving beyond regulating toxic substances toward a production of chemicals and products, 
which is in line with local to global capacities to cope with chemical pollution, i.e. an economy that is sustainable 
in absolute terms3. This requires integrating knowledge about human and ecosystem health into chemical and 
product design, and understanding the limits of ecosystems and human health for handling chemical exposure. 

Materials and Methods: Requirements and opportunities were identified to link chemical pollution to science-
based targets for human and ecosystem health, and to integrate such knowledge into chemical and product design 
processes. Furthermore, the role of international activities and chemical management strategies is discussed in 
helping to define targets for moving beyond incremental progress toward societies that are sustainable enough. 

Results: The list of POPs included in the Stockholm and Rotterdam Conventions was established from scientific 
evidence for these substances. However, while scientific evidence for most of the remaining 100,000 of marketed 
substances is rather scarce, global chemical pollution and pressure on ecosystems and human health is steadily 
increasing, as stressed in UN Environment’s just released Global Chemicals Outlook II4. This report, aiming at 
feeding into both the global goals of UN Environment’s Strategic Approach to International Chemicals 

Management (SAICM) and the various emission, pollution, and exposure reduction targets defined in UN’s 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) set for 2020-2030. However, to reach these targets and verify that these 
are the right targets for maintaining a societal and ecological integrity to sustain future generations requires a 
perspectives that includes the entire life cycle of chemicals and products from manufacturing to waste handling, 
and to link targets to biophysical boundaries for chemical pressure. Only when these aspects are considered and 
integrated in regulatory actions, we will be able to design and develop chemicals and products that are sustainable 
enough to secure a future for our forthcoming generations. 

Conclusions: The Stockholm, Rotterdam and other chemical Conventions have triggered that science contributes 
to global regulatory activities on chemicals. However, understanding overall chemical pressure on humans and the 
environment associated with chemical and product life cycles along with setting related biophysical targets for 
chemical pollution across spatial scales and economic sectors is required to move toward absolutely sustainable 
production. The SDGs, life cycle thinking and integrating pollution-related knowledge into production and design 
processes will help meeting absolute sustainability targets, align economic progress with societal needs and 
conditions, and feed into a viable circular economy, while striving toward a ‘non-toxic environment’ to ensure a 
societal development that is not only more sustainable, but sustainable enough. 
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